NOTES:

1. ALL WORK SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LATEST ADOPTED STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR PUBLIC WORKS CONSTRUCTION.

2. THE DRIVEWAY APPROACH SHALL BE BROOM FINISHED PARALLEL TO THE CENTERLINE OF THE DRIVEWAY. THE SIDEWALK PORTION OF THE DRIVEWAY CONSTRUCTED ON GRADES OF SIX PERCENT OR LESS SHALL BE GIVEN A ROTARY SWEAT FINISH WITH A STEEL TROWEL, ON GRADES EXCEEDING SIX PERCENT, THE FINISH SHALL BE BY HAND WITH A WOOD OR RUBBER FLOAT. SHINERS SHALL BE PLACED AROUND THE PERIMETER OF THE DRIVEWAY, AT THE CENTERLINE AND X'S. THE SIDEWALK PORTION SHALL HAVE SHINERS ON 30" SQUARE.

3. COMMERCIAL DRIVEWAY DIMENSIONS:
   T = 6'; X = 4'; MINIMUM W = 18'
   S, AND Y - AS SPECIFIED ON THE IMPROVEMENT PLAN OR PERMIT APPLICATION.

4. EXISTING CURB SHALL BE REMOVED 12" BEYOND THE NEW TOP "X", WHERE EXISTING INTEGRAL CURB AND GUTTER EXISTS, SAWCUT AT FLOW AND REMOVE CURB PORTION.

5. CONCRETE SHALL BE CLASS 520-C-2500.
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